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The dichromatic number dk(D ) of a digraph D is the minimum number of colours needed to 
colour V(D) in such a way that no monochromatic directed cycle is obtained. A digraph D is 
called uniquely colourable if any acyclic dk(D)-colouring of V(D) induces the same partition of 
V(D). In this paper we construct an infinite family of uniquely colourable m-dichromatic 
oriented graphs for all m/> 2. 
1. Introduction and terminology 
An acyclic m-colouring of a digraph D is a colouring of the vertices of D with 
m colours in such a way that no monochromatic directed cycle is obtained. The 
dichromatic number dk(D) of D is the minimum number m such that there exists 
an acyclic m-colouring of D. The dichromatic number was introduced independ- 
ently by Neumann-Lara [5] and Jacob and Meyniel [4] and has been studied in 
several papers; see [1-7]. 
A digraph D is called uniquely colourable if every acyclic dk(D)-colouring of D 
induces the same partition of V(D). Clearly a uniquely colourable m-dichromatic 
digraph G* can be obtained from a uniquely colourable m-chromatic graph G by 
substituting each edge [u, v] of G by the arcs (u, v) and (v, u). It is thus natural 
to ask for the existence of uniquely colourable m-dichromatic oriented graphs. In 
this paper we study uniquely colourable oriented graphs and obtain an infinite 
family of uniquely colourable m-dichromatic oriented graphs for every m I> 2. 
Some techniques introduced in [7] to study vertex critical m-dichromatic 
tournaments are used in this paper. 
In Section 2, we construct wo families of uniquely colourable 2-dichromatic 
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oriented graphs. These families are then used in Section 3 to generate uniquely 
colourable r-dichromatic oriented graphs for r/> 3. 
Let D be a digraph, V(D) and A(D) will denote the vertex and arc sets of D 
respectively. 
For a vertex v • V(D), d÷(v), d-(v), F÷(v) and F-(v) will denote the out and 
in-degree of v and the out and in-neighborhood of v respectively. The set 
{0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  n - 1} will be denoted by In. 
Given a subset S ,- V(D), D[S] will denote the subdigraph of D induced by S. 
In this paper the word cycle will refer only to directed cycles. All digraphs 
considered here are oriented graphs. 
2. Constructing uniquely colourable 2-dichromatic oriented graphs 
In this section we will obtain a family of uniquely colourable 2-dichromatic 
oriented graphs. The following definitions are needed: 
For il, i2, • • •, is e In - {0}, let ¢~n(i~, i2, • . . ,  is) be the digraph with vertex set 
In whose arcs are the ordered pairs (], j + ir); j • In, 1 ~< r ~< s, where j + ir is taken 
modn. 
Let Hr = C2r+~(1, 2 , . . . ,  r - 1, r + 1). Observe that H~ is a regular tournament 
with 2r + 1 vertices. In [7] it was proved (see Theorem 2) that dk(Hr) = 3. 
Let i be a vertex of Hr, r I> 4. The following properties can be proved. 
(i) d+(i)=d-(i)=r. 
(ii) The subtoumaments induced in Hr by F÷(i) and F-(i) respectively contain 
directed cycles. 
(iii) Let T~ be an acyclic subtournament of H, with r vertices. If the source of T, 
is vertex i, then 
V(Tr) = {i, i+  1 , . . . ,  i +r -  1} =Si, or 
V(Tr) = Si t.J {i + r + 1} - {i + 1} = S~, 
(iv) In Hr[V(H,) - S~], r >I 4, the in-degree d-(v)  of any vertex is at least 2. 
We can now prove the following result. 
Theorem 1. H'r = Hr - 0 is uniquely 2-colourable (r >I 4) with chromatic lasses $1 
and S~÷1. 
ProoL The sets $1 = {1, 2 , . . . ,  r) and S,+I = {r + 1 , . . . ,  2r} induce acyclic 
subtournament of H;, and since H', is not acyclic, then dk(H') = 2. We shall now 
prove that H" is also uniquely 2-colourable. Let Co and C1 be the chromatic 
classes of an acyclic 2-colouring of H;. Then H'[Co] and H;[C~] are acyclic 
subtournaments of H'. Let i be the source of H'[Co]. Clearly Co c {i} U 
r÷(i, Hr). By (i) and (ii) it follows that ICOl ~r.  Similarly, Icll <r; and since 
Icol + led -  2r, ICOl- IGI = r. By (iii) it follows that CO = Si or Co = S~. 
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Suppose that Co=S~. By (iv), tS-(Hr[V(Hr)-S'])>>-2. It follows that 
di-(H'[C1]) I> 1. Therefore 1t,[(71] is not acyclic. Hence Co = Si. Similarly C1 = Sj 
for some j. Therefore {Co, C1} = {$1, Sr+l}, and Theorem 1 follows. [] 
Corollary 1. Mr -  (r, 0), r >14, is a uniquely colourable 2-dichromatic oriented 
graph. Furthermore dk(H~ - (j, 0)) = 3 for j e {r + 2, r + 3 , . . .  , 2r}. 
Proof. $1 t.J {0} and St+ 1 produce an acyclic 2-colouring of Hr-  (r, 0). Then 
dk(Hr-  (r, 0 ) )= 2. But since dk(Hr)= 3, (by Theorem 2 in [7]) in any acyclic 
2-colouring y of Hr - (r, 0) vertices r and 0 receive the same colour. However y 
induces an acyclic 2-colouring in Hr -0  whose chromatic lasses are, by Theorem 
1, $1 and Sr+l. Then the chromatic lasses of y are S1U {0} and Sr+x. 
Similarly for j ~ {r + 2, r + 3 , . . . ,  2r} c Sr+l, if Hr - (J', 0) were 2-dichromatic, 
then S,+10 {0} would be a chromatic class of any acyclic 2-colouring of 
Hr - (j, 0). However H,[Sr÷I U {0}] - (j, 0) is not acyclic. [] 
Remark 1. It should be pointed out that Ha-  (u, v) is uniquely 2-colourable for 
every (u, v) e A(H3) but/ /3 - 0 is not. 
3. Constructing uniquely colourable r-dichromatic oriented graphs, r >/3 
3.1. The function h (mo, ml, m2) 
Let too, ml,  m2 be three non-negative integers. The function h(mo, m~, m2) 
was defined in [7] as the smallest integer k for which there exist three subsets J0, 
J~, J2 of Ik such that IJ/I -- mi, 0 ~< i ~< 2 and A/=o,1,2 J~ = 9- 
The following lemma was proved in [7]. 
Lemma 1. Suppose that mo <~ ml <- m2. Then 
{T; h(mo, m,, m2) = (too + ml + m2)1 if mo + ml ~< m2, if m0 + ml t> m2, 
We say that (mo, m~, m2) is an ft-upcritical triple if 1 <~mi, i = O, 1, 2, and 
h(mo + 1, ml, mE) = h(mo, ml + 1, m2) = ti(mo, ml, mE + 1) = h(mo, ml, mE) + 1. 
The next result follows easily from Lemma 1. 
Lemma 2. Let mo <- ml <- m2. Then the triple (too, ml, m2) is h-upcritical if and 
only if mo + m~ >t m2 and mo + rnl + m2 is even. 
Let Do, D1 and DE be three mutually disjoint digraphs. We denote by 
t(Do, D1, DE) the digraph whose vertex set is [,.~_-oV(Di) with arc set 
U2=oA(Di) t.J {(u, v) [ u ~ V(Di), v ~ V(Di+O, 0 <~ i ~< 2, where i + 1 is taken 
mod 3}. Notice that Do, D~ and DE are induced subdigraphs of t(Do, D1, DE). 
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In [7] it was proved that dk(t(Do, D1,192)) = h(mo, ml, m2), where dk(Di) = m~, 
mi>~l, i=0 ,  1, 2. 
Lemma 3. If  (mo, ml, m2) is an h-upcritical triple, then any acyclic 
h(mo, ml, m2)-colouring of t(Do, D1,/92) induces an acyclic mi-colouring of Di, 
i=0 ,  1, 2. 
Proof. Let m =h(mo, ml, m2) and let 7 be an acyclic m-colouring D = 
t(Do, D~, 192). For each Di let Ji be the set of colours used by y in V(Di). Clearly 
and IJil >I mi, i=O,  1,  2 .  If IJil >- m, for at least one i • {0, 1, 2}, then 
IL,~=oJil > h(mo, ml, m2) since (too, ma, m2) is ri-upcritical. This is a 
contradiction. [] 
Lemma 4. Let (mo, ml, m2) be an h-upcritical triple and y and y' two 
h(mo, ml, m2)-colourings of t(Do, D1, I)2) using the same set of colours; Ji and J~ 
the sets of colours occurring in Di in y and y' respectively i = O, 1, 2. If Ji = J~ for 
two values of i, then Ji = J:, i = O, 1, 2. 
= ' = ' A ,=o J i  - Proof. We can suppose w.l.o.g, that Jo Jo and J1 J1. Since 2 = [')i=02 Ji' - 
9, we conclude that Jo f~ ./1 fq (Jz LI J~) = 9. It follows that l J2 LI J~l = mz = I J21 = IJ l 
since (too, ml, m2) is h-upcritical. Therefore J2 = J~ [] 
3.2. Construction of De° 
Given a digraph D, let D ~° be the digraph defined by V(D ~°) = V(D) x It and 
((u, i), (v, j)) •A(D ~°) if and only if (u, v) •A(D)  and l i - j [  <~ 1. 
Remark 2. Notice that i f f :V(D)-->l l  is any function such that ~f(u)- f(v)[  ~< 1 
for every u, v • V(D), the subdigraph of D (0 induced by {(u, f(u)) [ u • V(D)} is 
isomorphic to D. In particular D(°[V(D) × {i}] is isomorphic to D. 
Remark 3. Any acyclic r-colouring of D with chromatic classes C~, C2, . . . ,  Cr 
induces an acyclic r-colouring of D (0 with chromatic lasses C~ × It, 1 <~ i <<- r. Thus 
dk(O ) = dk(D(1)). 
Lemma 5. Let Di be a uniquely colourable mi-dichromatic digraph and D = 
t(Do, D1, l)2). I f  (mo, ml, m2) is an h-upcritical triple, then in any acyclic 
m-colouring of D ~0 with m=dk(D ~0) the sets {v} x 1 l, v•V(D)  are 
monochromatic. 
Proof. Let m = h(mo, ml, m2), )' an acyclic m-colouring of D ~0 and v e V(D). 
Suppose w.l.o.g, that v • V(Do). It is sufficient to prove that vertices (v, i) and 
(v, i + 1), 0<~i < l -  1, receive the same colour. Let Ho be the subdigraph 
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D~O[V(D) x (i}] of D ~° which by Remark 2 is isomorphic to D. Using y and Ho 
we can induce an acyclic m-colouring Yl of D in which vertex u ~ V(D) receives 
the same colour as vertex (u, i) in y. Similarly using y and the subdigraph/-/1 of 
D ~0 induced by ((V(D) - {v}) x {i}) tO {(v, i + 1)}, 0 <~ i < 1 - 1, we can induce 
a second acyclic m-colouring Y2 of D. Since V(Ho) - (v, i) = V(H1) - (v, i + 1), 
~1 and Y2 are equal in all vertices of D except possibly in vertex v. 
However, by Lemma 4, y~ and ~'2 induce two acyclic m0-colourings of Do using 
the same set of colours, and since Do is uniquely colourable, v must receive the 
same colour in Yl and Y2. Therefore vertices (v, i) and (v, i + 1) receive the same 
colour in ~,. [] 
By using similar arguments the following result can be proved. 
Theorem 2. If D is a uniquely r-colourable oriented graph, then D ~0 is also a 
uniquely r-colourable oriented graph. 
3.3. Construction of D~°(A) 
In what follows we shall suppose that D/ is a uniquely colourable m/- 
dichromatic oriented graph, 0 <~ i ~< 2, and D = t(Do, D1, DE). We also assume 
that (mo, rnl, m2) is always an h-upcritical triple and m = h(mo, ml, m2). Since Di 
is uniquely m/-colourable, any acyclic mi-colouring of D~ induces the same 
partition Hi of V(Di), i = 0, 1, 2. Let H = Ho LI//1 U/ /2  and A any partition of 
V(D) induced by an acyclic m-colouring of D. 
For each ~ e H choose two different vertices Xo~, Y,~ ~ tr (this is possible 
because in a uniquely colourable r-dichromatic oriented graph, r~>2, each 
chromatic lass contains at least two elements). 
If a¢ f le / /  are not contained in the same class of A, let Q(o:, fl) be the 
directed square defined by: 
V(Q(o:, f l ) )= {X', Y' ,  X'~, Y'~}, 
A(Q(a:, fl)) = {(X' ,  X'~), (X'~, Y'),  (e ' ,  Y~), (Y'~, X~)}, 
where Z '  = (Z, 0), Z" = (Z, l - 1) for Z ~ V(D). 
Let us define finally 
D~°(A)= D~°t-J(U, Q(oc B)). 
Theorem 3. For l >I 2 D<°(A) is a uniquely colourable m-dichromatic oriented 
graph. 
Proof. Clearly dk(D(°(A))>I m. By Remark 3, A induces an acyclic m-colouring 
of D(°(A) with chromatic classes 2 x Ii, 2 e A. It follows that dk(D~t)(A))= m. 
Let y be an acyclic m-colouring of Dt°(A). 
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By Lemma 5 the sets {v} x l~ are monochromatic in y. Let y' be the 
m-colouring of D in which vertex v ~ V(D)  receives the same colour as vertex 
(v, i) in y. Denote by A' the partition induced by y' in V(D)  and suppose that 
A' A. Since IA'I-  IAI- m, A' is not a refinement of A and therefore we can 
choose )-' ~ A' which is not contained in any class of A. Let )-1, )-2 e A, such that 
)-1 tq )-' and )-2 fq )-' are not empty. Take vie )-i N )-', i = 1, 2 and let vl and v2 be 
the classes of H containing vl and v2 respectively. Notice that Oi c)-i tq)-', 
i = 1, 2, by Lemma 3. Notice also that )-1 :fi )-2. Therefore the square Q(vl ,  v2) is 
defined and is a subdigraph of D(°(A)[)- ' x 11] which is monochromatic n y. This 
~ves a contradiction. [] 
Theorem 4. For every r >I 2 there exists an infinite family of  uniquely colourable 
r-dichromatic oriented graphs. 
Proof. By induction over r. The case r = 2 follows from Theorem 1. Let us 
assume that the result has been proved for 2 ~< r ~< ro. Take three mutually 
disjoint uniquely colourable oriented graphs Di, i = O, 1, 2, with dichromatic 
numbers m0 = 2, m2 = m3 = r0. Notice that (2, ro, ro) is a h-upcritical triple and 
that h(2, ro, ro) = ro + 1. By Theorem 3, D<t)(A) is a uniquely colourable ro + 1- 
dichromatic oriented graph for 1 t> 2. [] 
Some general properties of uniquely colourable r-dichromatic oriented graphs 
are being studied [8]. 
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